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ABSTRACT. When liquids or .solid partiek-s arc sulqeeUd lo vaiioiis mcrliauical pioi csscs,
sncli as frirtiomd forec, spra)ang, splashing, raining or blowing, striking a^ >ainst eat li otlu r, 
do , cUrtric charges are developed in tl)C substance, ill tlie apparatus iistal in the mechanical 
process in and the .surrounding medium. Similarly, some gas jets produce positive charge and 
others jugative charge on the no7'/le or on the plate on which they impinge We have no 
('omplele pielure for any om^  case to show how the interehange of eka tricilv takes pkiec 
hetweeii the apparatus, substance and the medium ; ('oustquently, experiments were undv;iTaken 
vn’th a mimln r of substances, initially uncharged and initially churged, to supplement the 
observations made b\ picwious workers. TIicsc" show , as one should expect, that—
'.1) d'he total cdicirgc in tlic substance, in tlie apparatus (or escaping into earth through 
the appaiatus) and the medium in any mec hanical process is zero. Wliik the total remains 
reru, iho dislribiition between the ajiparalus, substanct' and the medium (positive and negative 
irmsl shows wide variations aevording to tin. process emplcyved and the substance used. If 
the operation produces in any case equal number c^ f positive and negati e^ ions in the mediimi, 
the substaiu'e and the apjiaratus either eolleetivelv or separate ly remain uncharged.
(21 'J'he c'harge developed depends cjn the violence of the mechanical action. Only a part 
of the WTjrk done* in such i)rocesscs i.s converted into electricity.
If lhi‘ existence of an electrical doul»lc-la>’er between the substance and the medium is 
assumed, the ions in the iiu'dium c'ome from both layers of tlic doubledaytr, but gcnerallv 
more from the la>cr situated on the molecules of the medium. The more violent is the 
prneoss the greater is the number of iems dislodged from the layer situated on the molecules 
of ilie suh.staiice.
If a siib.stance has an initial charge, this charge doc.s not play any ])nrt in tlic interchange 
of electricity between it and the medium. The initial charge adheres to the siihstaniT during 
the prcK'e.ss of disruption.
The exehanj^ i' of eleetrieilv bcTweeii .sub.slanc’e and medium in all mecTianical actions c'an 
lie explained on the a.ssumption of an electrical double-laver.
When increasing cinanlilies of NaCl or IICl are dissolved in distilled water, the c'liargc 
ill the substance changes very sharply from pnsiLive to negative at a v(Tv low concTiitratioii 
The distribution in such ca.ses of elinrge in llu‘ substance, in the apparatus, and in the air in 
the shape of positive and negative ions is discussed particularl\ at the stage when the 
transition from positive to negative takes place. When the sub.staiice pa.sses through the 
t»*ansition point, a reversal of the double-layer takes place
* Comnuinieated by (he Imliau Physical Society.
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The iiiterchange of ck ‘C'tri('ity brought into play in some of the mechanical actions in the 
atTiosphere is bricdy considered .hilI it is iriclicatcd that some of the earlier calculations need 
rcxdsion.
The variems factors which contribute to the generation of charge in such processes and 
the possible genesis of tlie clectricnl double-layer on the elcctrfuiic theory of inatler are briefly 
discussed,
P A R T  X  P K R I M E 1ST T  A  L, D A T A
I. i n t r o d u c t i o n
A number of w'orkers have carried out experiments on the electric charge 
developed when liquid drops (organic or inorganic) and solid particles are 
subjected to mechanical processes of various types. These involved spraying or 
splashing of liquids and raining or blowing of dust particles and in most eases 
attempt was made to explain the observed results on the assumption of an 
electrical double-layer. Unfortunately, we have no complete information for any 
case ; those udio have measured the charge on the substances have in most 
cases not recorded the charge in the medium or in the inslrumcnts employed and 
those who have recorded the charge in llie medium have not noted the charge 
in the substances. Consequently, the lu'ccisc role of the double-layer in the 
interchange of electric charge between the substance and niedinm when tlie 
former is vSubiecled to breal;ing or friction has received no satisfactory 
elucidation.
I'he colloidal chemists assume electric charge to be a fundamental propeily 
of the colloidal particles. The existence of an electrical double-layer is assumed 
and the charge is supi)Osed to have arisen as a result of " slii)ping ' of tliis double­
layer. According to Mukherjee, * the inner layer forms a firmly adliering chaise.
A simple exiicriniciit shows that aerosols have not necessarily a charge ini­
tially. If a jet of condensed steam is allowed to escape between two metal plates, 
placed 20 cm. apart, and charged to a potential difTerence of 50,000 volts, the 
steam is found to remain unaffected. If, 011 the other hand, the jet is subjected to 
a beam of X-rays, before it esca])es between the t\^ 'o plates, the condensed steam 
is found to be highly charged and is attracted to one or tlie other of the plates 
according to its polarity. If the vapour particles in the jet be regarded as aerosols, 
then clearly the experiment shows that initially they are not charged. In other 
words, no slipi>ing of the double-layer has occurred, and eacli ixirticlc is, therefore, 
uncharged.
Two fundamental questions arLsc—
[a) Is the assumption of the existence of a double-layer essential for the 
explanation of the development of ekctinc charge in all mechanical processes ?
ib) What is the precise role of the double-layer in the development of such 
charges ?
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W e propose to examine both these questions witli the aid of data obtained by 
previous workers on tlie subject and those obtained by the author with the assis­
tance of a co-worker, Mr. R. D. Oodbole, in order to supi)ly the missing link.
2. A V A I Iv A R L  K T) A T  A
In 1892 Ivcnard' showed that water jets or drops striking against an obstacle 
arc charged positively, while the surrounding air becomes negatively charged ; 
the effect being reduced considerably by the presence of even slight iiiqmrities in 
the liqiiid used. A  very important contrilmtion was made by J. J. Thomson’' in 
i 8q4 when he brought to notice that the electrification of drops of divStilled water 
striking against a metal sux'face suffers a reversal when hydrogen is substituted 
for air. In the literature of colloidal particles we find that substances of higher 
dielectric constant with respect to the medium get positively charged. This is 
clearly not true for breaking water drops, for, water has a higher dielectric cons­
tant both with respect to air and hydrogen, and yet in air the drops get positive­
ly charged and in liydiogeii negatively charged.
TIiomson showed that solutions such as phenol, pyrogallic acid, fluorcscene, 
whose drops are electrified in the same way as those of water are affected by 
hydrogen in the same way as droids of water are affected, t.t\, drops w^ hich would 
be positively charged in air would become negatively charged in hydrogen. On 
the other hand, the effect of substituting hydrogen for air in the case of substan­
ces like methyl violet, rosaniline, potassium permanganate, whose drops show 
negative electrification in air is to increase this negative electrification. If ex­
periments are made with different gases the magnitude of the charge is found to 
depend largely on the amount of gas absorbed by the drops, by which they are 
surrounded. Thus, water falling through sulphuretted hydrogen gives very 
little charge, while water falling through its own vapour gives no effect. The 
temperature of the substance is also a factor of considerable influence. Thus, 
W'hile water at 15"C, allowed to strike a plate gave a deflection of 230 scale divi­
sions ill the electrometer, that at 7 5 X  and q5^ ‘’C produced deffections of 390 and 
420 divisions respectively.
Evc^ has made available to us a considerable aiiiounl of data in regard to the 
ionisation produced in the air by spraying "different liquids. Unfortunately, he 
kept no record of the charge in the sulistaiice or in the apparatus. Ilis  results 
show that generally both positive and negative ions are produced by spraying, 
atid that the number of the ions and the ratio of the negative to positive ions arc 
characteristic of the substance sprayed. He also found that surface tension and 
the extent to which liquids are volatile do not appear to influence the relative 
ionisabilities of different substances* Busse"  ^ showed that the production of posi­
tive ions takes place in a greater quantity in the case of spra> ing of water (the
4
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ratio of positive ions to negative ions being about 2 : 3) than in the case of strik 
ing and bubbling processes (the ratio in these cases being roughly i : 15).
N olan in vestigated  the dcpendance ot the separation of electrical charge on 
the surface produced, by measuring the charge on various sizes of drops produced 
by splashing and spraying water. If the charge developed (Q) be expressed in 
the form Q = crA, where A is the area of the surface, tlien cr= 2*5 x 10”  ^e.s. 
iu/cm .‘-^
Rudge  ^ showed that when dust particles are blown, the sign of the charge 
depended on tlie nature of the substance, r.g., acidic bodies and non* 
metallic elements gave positively charged clouds, while basic bodies and metallic 
elements gave negatively charged clouds. The electrification of dust and air was 
in general, but not in every case, found to be of opposite sign. Deodar’s tCvSts** 
on graded dust of different sizes showed that, other things being equal, the charge 
developed by blowing increased very rajndly as the size decreased. The charge 
also depended on the nature of the substance used. I'or instance, while NaCl 
and K C l were equally efllcacious, NaNO.-, was about times more efficacious 
in producing charge than KN().,.
r  U R PT K K n  X  K R 1 M K  N r  S
It will be seen from the above review that although a considerable series of 
experiments have been carried out on the subject, no author has recorded the 
charge in the substance, in the air and in the apparatus used for producing mecha­
nical action. For instance, when water is sprayed, electric charge is developed in 
the sprayer, in the sprayed water drops, as well as in the surrounding air. Except 
in the case of water, we have no quantitative values of tlie charge in the substance 
and that in the medium in any particular operation. For water drops broken in a 
vertical blast of air, vSimpson recorded the charge both in the substance as well 
as in the air. In order to get connected records of the total charge developed in 
such processes, it became necessary to carry out further experiincuts in which 
arrangements were made fur recording the charge in the substance, in the air, as 
well as in the apparatus.
The mechanical processes employed for the development of charge were the 
following :—
In the case of liquids—  *
(a) Drops broken in a vertical blast of air,
(b) Drops striking a plate,
fc) Jet striking a [date,
(d) Tw'O jets striking against each other in the air,
(e) Spraying by an atomiser.
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In the case of solid particles—
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(a) Particles raining through sieve and received on a plate,
(b) Particles blown in the form of a cloud,
(r) Particles slipping down two inclined planes and striking against 
each other in tlic air.
In the case of gas—
(a) A  gas jet striking a plate,
(b) Two gas jets striking against each other.
In most cases the mechanical process was made automatic so that the same effect 
could be repeated as many times as desireeb
The experimental arrangement usually adopted for spraying experiments is 
as shown in iMg, i . For most of the cxi)eriments the receiver used was made out of 
an aluminium sheet. It was of a rcetangular shape (6 in. x 3I hi.  ^2>i in.) with 
a circular tube of diameter i\ in., length 2 in., Hxed in the middle of a vertical 
side It had a top cover which could be removed when necessary. Suilal)le 
modification is made in the receiver when experiments are made with jets or 
solid particles.
E B E R T  A P P A R A  T U S
R. Receiver.
S,S. Sulphur insufstors 
D, Ootef^
ScBJeicm)
—I----1----- -^---- 1------ i 1
0 5 10 t£ zo Z5 30
b'lGURK I
The substance subjected to the mechanical process is received in an insulated 
receiver which is connected to the needle of a Dolezalek electrometci, the quadiants 
being given equal and opposite potentials. The mechanical process occuis in an 
enclosed st>ace, the air being subsequently drawn through an Fbcrt s countei, and 
the number of both positive and negative ions counted in two sepaiatc 
experiments*
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When it is desired to ineasnre also the charge on the apparatus, the receiver 
and the electrometer are earthed, the receiver is disconnected and the apparatus is 
joined to the electrometer.
The observations arc taken in the order as described belou .
Taking, for instance, the case of water sprayed, the spraying is done 
automatically by a motor blower. The nozzle of the atomizer is surrounded on all 
sides by the receiver, so that all the sprayed particles are collected by the receiver.
A  definite quantity of water, say i c.c., is sprayed every time and tests are made 
to see that the same effect is reproduced every time.
(t) First with a given (o) positive and (b) negative potential being applied 
instantaneously to the central rod of the Kbert's ion-counter, two leakage cm ves 
are drawn, with the fan working in the two cases.
(2) A  definite quantity, .say i c.c., of water is sprayed.
(3) The charge on the water collected in the receiver, as recorded by the 
Dolezalek electrometer is noted.
(4) The central rod of the ion-counter is given a definite positive potential.
(5) The air from the receiver is sucked in through the counter, by making
the fan of the counter work, and a leakage curve is drawn.
(6) The drop in potential, as given by the two curves (5) and (i), gives, 
with the aid of the usual formula for Ebert’s counter, the number of negative ions 
produced in the air by spraying i c.c. of water. Since both tlie leakage curves 
are equally affected by the ions normally present in air, these are automati('alIy 
eliminated from the counting.
(7) With the receiver and the central rod momentarily earthed, 1 c c. of 
water is again .sprayed, and the charge acquired by the receiver, as recorded by 
the electrometer, noted.
(8) The central rod of the counter is now given a definite negative 
potential.
(9) The air from the receiver is sucked in and a leakage curve drawn.
(10) The drop in potential as shown by (g) and (i), gives the number of 
positive ions in the air as a result of Spraying i c.c. of water.
(t i) The receiver is earthed and disconnected, the apparatus is joined to 
the electrometer and the charge developed in it is noted.
For these experiments, both the Dolezalek' electrometer and Ebert s 
ion-counter (with its WoulEs electrometer) are calibrated, tlie capacities of both 
and of the accessories being determined by means of a standard condenser.
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U N C H  A R G I-: I )
4. We have to consider two distinct cases— substances may be initially 
charged or uncharged and it is l)cst to treat them separately. We first take up 
the case of substances which arc initially uncharged.
When a .substance is subjected to mechanical action^ vve find electric charge 
in the apparatus employed to iiroduce mechanical action as well as in the 
substance and the medium, h'or instance, water ])assirig through the nozzle of 
the atomizer gives negative charge to the atomizer and itself acquires a positive 
charge. A  further development of charge takes jdace while the jet breaks into 
fine drops and falls into the receiver, owing to the dislodgment of ions which 
escape into the medium. Thus if a' is the charge developed in the apparatus, the 
charge in the substance when it just coir;es out of the ap]>aratus is — .v. Tf y is 
the resultant charge given to the mediuiri as a result of dislodgment of ions, then 
the charge in the substance due to this jirocess is ~ y . We thus have the 
following distribution of charges :
(i) a; in the api)aratus, (:3) —x —y in the substance, (3) y in the medium.
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If initially the substance as well as the mediuin arc iiiicharKecl, we should 
expect the algebraic sum of the total charge developed in the apparatus, in the 
substance and the medium to be equal to zero in any mechanical process of this 
kind. In any single experiment it is, however, not easy to prove this law 
(paantitatively. For it is an extremely difficult matter to collect all the charges 
developed and measure them accurately. We can illUvStrate this by reference to 
a simple experiment. If distilled water is sprayed (by a Uc Vilbiss Atomizer 
No 15) the charges in the sprayer and the receiver are found to vary as shown in 
Fig. 2. The charge developed per c.c. of water sprayed is approximately as 
indicated below :
In the water =  + 1 7  e?s.u.
In the sprayer =  —0-5 e.sai.
lnair= = —I 'l  e.s.u.
Within the limit of experimental error, therefore, the total cliarge is zero. The 
negative charge is slightly less than the positive charge. This may be ]iartly due 
to the fact that all the ions arc not caught by the Ebert's apparatus. The actual 
magnitude of the charge also varies widely according to the process employed. 
Thus 1 c.c. of water striking a plate gets a charge of 0*234 e.s.u,, while 1 c.c. of 
water broken ill a vertical blast of air gets only 0 023 O-S.u. This dilTcreiice is 
largely due to the difference in the intensity of mechanical action, and, therefore, 
also to the differences in the amounts of new surface developed in the two 
processes. A  jet striking a plate breaks into a large number of small drops, 
while a drop broken in a vertical blast of air is broken into two or three drops 
only, so that in the former case the new surface developed is considerably more 
than that in the latter. Furthermore, the surfaces in action when drops strike 
against a metal plate are different from those in action when drops break in the 
air. In the former case besides water and air a metal plate is involved.
'5. R K I, A 'r T O N S H I P  B E T W E E N W C) R K D O N E  A N D  C II A R G 1%
P R O D U C E D
The charge in the substance is equal and opposite to the sum total of the 
charges in the apparatus and the medium.
The whole of the work done in producing mechanical action is not utilised 
in the generation of charge. A part of it is utilised in producing motion and 
mechanical disruption and another part in working against friction, or, in other 
words, in the generation of heat. If the total work done is W , and if that part of 
it which is utilised in producing motion, mechanical disruption, and production 
of heat be Wo» then W*-'Wo is the work done in producing electric charge. If 
Q is the charge developed in the substance, then clearly
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where A  is a constant, which is dependent on the snhstancc .used and the 
mechanical process cniployed.
W hile it is comparatively easy to determine W , it is not always easy to 
determine W q. It is not, therefore, always possible to obtain (luantitativc 
relationships and we have in many cases to remain satisfied with the qualitative 
lawq which is well recognised, that the charge in the substance, as well as the 
number of ions of either sign in the medium, which arc developed in the 
mechanical [)rocess, depend on the intensity of the mechanical operation.
How the charge developed in the substance increases with the violence 
of the mechanical action can be illustrated by a simple experiment. If we have 
a single downward .jet striking an insulated plate, the work done can be varied 
by altering the head of water in the tube. The results obtained in an ex])eriment 
of this kind are given in table I. The jet was produced by a tube having a 
narrow orifice of diameter o’2 mm. The pressure head in the tube was varied 
and the orifice was placed at a height of about 8 cm. above the bottom of the 
receiver.
T able I
Distilled water (single jet)
Trcissuro ht^ad ! 
jiliovt' the ! 
ill cm. of water
K ilittle energy per e.c. 
at the instant of break 
in e.g s units (approxj.
1 Charge jitr 
in
e. vS, u.
'iy,o5o 0*12
.S'r.S
.S')
1
o>i8
1
(V22
J
7.S 81,425 O ‘ .? 0
8t j ,2 7 t> 0-37
‘J2'5 i 0-4/
102 1,07,910 ! 0-59
The experiment shows roughly that when the energy at the instant of
break was doubled, the charge produced increased about four times. The charge
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produced depends also to a certain extent on the nature of the surface on which 
the jet falls. This will be clear from Fig. 3. *
Jcl distilled watei falling (Jii clear receiver aiul rm surface covered 
with different substaiiccvs
* F iguru' 3
Similarly when two jets strike against each other, the chaige produced 
depends not only on the height of the litjuid columns but also on the diameter 
of the jet. W ith two jets produced l)y liquid columns each 70 cm. high, the 
following figures were obtained :
• T abi u^ II
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Distilled water (two jets striking at angles between 22° to 25° and placed 
about 8 cm. above receiver)
Diameter 
of jets 
in tnm.
0’2  ^
0*2 )
0-35 3
O-.SO ^
(V.-jR 5
Average radius 
of drops 
produced, 
cm.
Average 
volume (c. c.) 
of drops 
produced.
Charge 
per c. c. 
in e. s. u.
X 10-2 0*000164 0*110
4*5 X io‘ ^ 0*000370 0-073
8*5 X ^ 0*002356 o'o6o
Charge pci- 
drop ill 
e. s. u.
1-8 Xio“5 
2*(S X To"J* 
J’53 Xin'B
W ith increase in the diameter of the bores the size of drops produced is 
increased and, consequently, there is a decrease in the charge produced.
Table III gives the charge obtained in the substance as well as in the mcdiuin 
when I c.c. of water is subjected to the processes indicated therein.
T able 111
Distilled Water
Charge derived from i c.c. of water.
Process.
Charge in 
substance )
Charge in air ('ions).
(1) Air bubbling 
through water.
(2) Drops broken 
in a vertical 
blast of air 
(Simpson).
(3) Two jets of 
water striking 
against each 
other.
(4) A single jet 
striking a plate.
(,s) W ater sprayed.
c. s u. I'ositive 
! e. s. u.
1 Negative 
1 e. s u.
'Jotal 
1 c. s. u.
1
Ratio
4 o'cno 
(about)
1 o'ooo3 
. (about)
0*0050
(about)
- '0'oo47
(about)
I : i5
+ 0*023 ; 0*0046 0*0138 *-0*0092 I -3
-ho* 140
!
0*oi\=^ O'oCq — o*o6o I :i2
-fo -234
1
1 0*008 O‘o95 -  0*087 1 :i2
+  170 I i  ^
1 o'f)d > o ’ht) 
1 0-85)
1
2*00 \
1*97 1 i *8q
1*69 J
— 1 *(XI I :2T *
PQS.
■ 'Neg.
• T l . i s  rat!., d i m s e a  t.. 1 if the raU-at vvUh I. given quantity of water is aprayed
is increased.
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Tabic IV  gives a comparison of charge developed inn^ther substances.
T aiu e^ IV
Charge in substance per p  c. in c s.u.
Substance. Two jets striking.
Single jet 
striking receiver. Spraying.
i
Turpentine . . . — (Vl.'l
Petrol — o 'o i 5 . . . “ 0-07,
Kthcr + 0*56 + o '63 + T 'ftS
H Cl
3-65 gm /litre — O '16 — q ’ 26 - o * 3 T
The charge developed per c.c. is greater when a substance is sprayed 
than when a jet strikes tlie receiver ; also it is greater when dro]>s are broken 
by a jet striking a receiver than by two jets striking against each other.
6. 'r n n k  h k  c 'r r  i c a h  t ) o  u t, k  - h a y  k r
If we assume the existence of a double-layer, the positive charges, in the 
case of a water drop in contact with air will, according to the usual conception, 
be situated upon the molecules of water, and the negative charges upon those 
of the medium, i.c., air. Such a double-layer is illustrated in F ig. When 
the two layers are nest to each other, the drop as a whole shows no 
charge. I f  there is a slip in the double-layer due to friction or other causes, 
the drop a cq u ires u positive charge and the medium a negative charge. On th  ^
other hand, air bubbling through water gets negatively charged, for 
preci.sely the same reason, namely, the slipping of the double layer.
F i g u r e  4
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From the fact that when this drop is broken, \vc ions of both signs in 
the air, we can immediately conclude that ions come out from both the 
layers. Moreover, froxn the fact that the negative ions arc always in excess of 
the postive ions, we can conclude that ions conic out more easily from the outer 
layer than from the inner layer.
When water or any other liquid comes through a metal tube, such as the tube 
of the atomizer or a jet, how does the tube get charged? We must assume an 
electrical double-layer to exist at the interface between the liquid and the metal 
tube The moving liquid may produce a slip in the layer, and thus make the 
tube and the liquid get equal and opt>osLtc charges. There is also the collector "  
action. Just as in a Kelvin water-dropper, the issuing drops in an electric field 
make the vessel get a charge opposite to those of drops, so also when liquid 
conies out through a rnetal tube, the tube must get a charge opposite to that of 
the drops if there is a pre-existing electric field, or the charges in the drops 
create such a field.
It is not easy to describe in simple language as to which of the processes 
mentioned in table III is more violent. When air bubbles through water, it is 
.more or less a case of slipping; so that we get in the air ions from the layer ad­
joining the air surfacet that is to say, negative ions. When two jets of water 
strike against each other in the air, the process is slightly more violent. But 
in this case three factors contribute to the production of charge both in the 
substance and in the air. In the first i)lace, the slipping of the double layer 
which occurs when water moves through the tubes makes the water jets positively 
charged. Secondly, when the jets break in the air into drops, they acquire 
further positive charge and give the excess negative charge to the air. Finally, 
when the drops strike against the receiver, the positive charge is further aug­
mented, the excess of negative charge being given to the air. When drops are 
broken in a vertical blast of air, all the above three factors contribute to the 
production of charge. There is, however, the following difference ’ in tlie 
two cases;—
(1) The slipping of the double-layer during movement through the tubes 
gives to the water jets much greater positive charge than to the dro])S which come 
out slowly one after another,
(2) The drops formed per c,c. are slightly more in number when two jets 
strike against one another than when drops are broken in a vertical blast of air. 
In the former case, action is between water and water and in the latter, between 
air current and water. The result is that in tlie former case, both the substance 
and the medium (as determined by total of positive and negative ions) receive
* greater charge, but in the latter the air current dislodges a greater proportion of 
positive ions so that the ratio of i)ositive to negative ions is greater in the latter 
than in the former case.
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When a jet is directed against a receiver, the action is more violent than 
when two jets strike against each other with the result that the charges developed 
both in the substance and the medium are very much greater ; the ratio of the 
positive to negative ions is, however, very nearly the same in the two cases. W ith 
an atomizer the process is very violent and ions arc dislodged from both the layers 
and there is only a very slight excess of negative ions.
The fact that in these exi)eriments. there is always an excess of negative 
ions suggests that there is one layer from which ions are more easily removed 
than from the other* Tliis clearly must be the layer or the charges situated upon 
the molecules of the medium, that is to say, the air in this case.
In the case of the substances given in table V, the number of positive and 
negative ions in the air arc found to be very nearly equal, and the substances to 
develop very little charge. The data regarding charge in the air given in the 
table are those obtained by Eve converted into electrostatic units. These results 
were generally confirmed by independent cxi^eriments.
T able V
(Sprayed by atomizer)
*
Charge derived from i c.c. of substance.
Substance,
1
Charge in the sub* | 
tance. e*s u. j
I
Charge in the air (e s, u.).
1
Positive. i Negative.
1
Amyl alcohol Negligible i 3-8
Acetone i t 2'n
I
1 2*0
Methyl alcohol M 3*4 3*4
B thyl alcohol If 3 9 3’9
Such substances as amyl acetate, chloroform, aldehyde, acetic acid, also 
give equal iiumlx^r of positive and negative ions in the air on being sprayed, and 
acquire very little charge themselves.
If there arc equal 7iumbe%fi of positive and negative ions in the air, the 
substance and the apparatus either collectively or separately remain uncharged, 
however violent is the mechanical process to which the substance is subjected.
If the double layer be supposed to exist in these cases it is clear that the 
medium must have derived ions from both the layers with equal ease. The inside 
layer in these ca.ses is not more firmly adhering than the outside layer.
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Substances generally get positively or negatively charged according as there 
isau excess of negative or positive ions in the air.
This rcvsult is true only in those ceases where the charge acquired by the 
appaiatus is small compared with the charge in the substance and in the air. 
th is  lesult was firmly established in the case of water in vSimpson’s experiments. 
In the qualitative experiments of Rudge, he came across some contradictory 
results showing that the substance and the medium had charge of the same 
sign. On careful scrutiny of his experiments, it appears that when dust is 
blown, or allowed to rain through a sieve, the blower or the sieve as the case 
may be, gets charged. The charges in the dust juirticles, in the air, and in the 
blower (or sieve) are equal to zero collectively, Tn those cases A\here the number 
of ions of both signs in the medium is very small or where the numlier of ions 
of one sign is very nearly equal to the number of ions of the other sign, often 
contradictory results are recorded in the sense that the substance is sometimes 
found to be positively charged and sometimes negatively charged. These appear 
to be due to errors in the experiments. Kven the same chemical taken fiom 
two different bottles gives diflerent results on account of slight differences in the 
impurities. Lbiless the samples are taken from the same source and the 
apparatus is carefully protected from stray electrification by earthed covers, and 
also sources (.sources of ionisation) which might produce such electrification are 
carefully eliminated, these experiments often prove to be very elusive.
In the case of substances given in table V I the charge in the substance is 
of oijposite sign to that of tlie resultant charge in the medium, except for turpen­
tine and acetylene tctrachhn-ide.
T au lk  V I
(Sprayed by atomizer)
I Chai'gt‘ (leiivccl fruiii i v.v. of the Mihstamv in e.s.ii.
Substance. |1 Charge in the i 
substance. 1 Posi
Clinrge in air.
! 1 
i Negative, ! Re.sultaiit,
Ether -i-r6S 4 ‘ 25 - i - i o
Toluene + 0 ' 2 0 ‘ O I o ‘ os — 0‘04
Carbon disulphide + O '02 0-04 0-05 j - 0 * 0 1
Ammonia liquid (t'on 
ceiitratedl
■f l ’.J i ' 3 5 2'DI j “ 0'65
i
Benzene “1 O'oy o'i>6 O ' 12 1 - d-o6
Turpentine -0\vl DU 2 U'33 1 “ OUI
Acetvlcne tetrachloride -  ( V 4 7 r6y r62 1 - 0-95 1
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F j g u r e  5
In the case of turpentine and acetylene tetrachloride the cliarges in the 
substance and that in the inediutn are of the same sign, l)ecau»e the charge 
developed during movement through the tube of the atomizer is large compared 
with that developed in the breaking process. This is clearly seen from Fig. 5, 
which gives the charge developed in the apparatus and the .substance «lien 
different quantities of turpentine are sprayed. The charge l.v) of the apparatus 
is positive and greater than the charge (~ .v —y) of the substance, y is negative 
and has a smaller value than ,y .
7 S O L U T I O N S
When distilled water is sprayed it gets positively charged, but when a small 
quantity of common salt is dissolved in it, it gets negatively charged. It is, 
therefore, of interest to consider how the positive charge changes to negative 
as the concentration of the dissolved substance is increased. The measurement 
of charge in a salt solution, when a jet strikes a jjlate was originally made by 
Lenard. Subsequently, liusse measured the number of ions in the air obtained 
with salt solution jets, but, unfortunately, did not record the charge in the 
substance. The exi)eriment was, therefore, repeated. Table V II gives the 
charge in the substance, in the apparatus and the medium ^vhen a jet of a solution
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o f N a C l  o f d iffe re n t co u ccn tratio n .s is m ad e  to  strik e  th e  receiver. T h e  e x p e r i­
m e n t is a  d ifficu lt o n e, a n d  th e  v a lu e s  o f th e  chaif>e in  th e  air, p a r tic u la r ly  th e  
lo w  v a lu e s , are to  b e  co n sid e red  as ro u g h  e stim a te s. T h e  resu lts are in g e n e ra l  
a g r e e m e n t w ith  th o se o f T e n a r d  a n d  B u s s e .
T able V I I
Single jet : head of water 70 cm. ; jet 8 cm. above receiver
Charge derived from i e.c. of substance (c.s u.).
NaCl dissolved 
in water : 
CoiK'entnition. In
i
In !
In air.*
substanec aiiparatus. |
i
Positive.
1
1 Negative. Resultant.
)
Ratio
Pos.
n
(Distilled water) +  0-234 - 0 -T 3 rronS
1
1 O -0 Q5
1
— 0 - 0 ^ 7 I T
07105  % — 0-28S + 0-25 O '003 1 O-OTC) — o-oi6 6-7
0’ 0 I % — 0-310 +02S 0-('02 1 0-013 — o-oii 6-6
— 0- 2 I J 3 + 0*27 i 0-001
1
j  0-003
1
— 0-002 3’o
ro % —  0 -3 TO +  0 - 2 0
1; 0-0005 11 0-007
I
— 0 - 0 0 0 2 1*4
3‘o% — 0-220 + 0-23 i 0-003
1
1 O 'O O l + 0-002 0-3
 ^ Kiisst: gave lh(‘ following relative values for the total eharge of possitive and negative 
ions in air :—
Com ciitralion % of salt 
.solution.
“ Ve ions. + ve ions.
0 40
o‘oo5 100 15
(V O l 66 J O
O ' l 15 5
1*0 5 3*5
4 6
.S'5 3’5
9'o 3 5*0
• i6'o 2 4*3
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It will l)c obscived that the charge developed ou drojis changes very sharply 
from possitive to negative, the particular concentration at which the transition
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from positive to negative charge takes i>lace depends on the violence of the 
process of breaking drops. This will be clear on comparing hhgs. 6, 7, 8, which 
give the charge in the substance when solutions of NaCl of different concentra­
tion are broken into drops by the following processes :—
ii) By spraying, {ii) By making two jets strike against each other.
[Hi) By making a jet strike a jdate.
Spraying by an atomizer is the most violent of the breaking processes, and 
transition from positive to negative charge on the liquid lakes place at a concen­
tration of about o'o:35 per cent. Next to this in violence conies a single jet' 
striking a receiver and in this case transition from positive to negative takes place 
at a concentratioii of aliout 0*00:3 per cent. Breaking of drops by making one jet 
strike against another is a comparatively weak process. In this case transition 
from iiositive to negative takes place at a concentration of about 5 x 10“  ^ per cent. 
Xheie is a[)paientiy a reversal of the double-layer when NaCl is dissolved in 
water. A  milder mechanical action removes considerably more positive ions than 
negative into the medium and thus changes the chai-ge of the solution from posi­
tive to negative at a lower concentration than stronger mechanical action.
It will be observed from the figures given in table V II, that while the charge 
in the substance changes from positive to negative at a concentration of about 
u‘00.3%, the charge in the medium continues to remain negative even when the 
concentration reaches 1 %.  This is not easy to explain in view of the fact that 
the charge in the tube is positive and only slightly less than or very nearly equal 
to the charge in the substance for all concentrations from 0 005% to 1% . The 
solution came out of the tube with a negative charge and this charge did not 
ai)prcciably iiicrea.se or decrease as a result of impact with the plate. The excess 
negative charge in the air may have been due to line spray from the nega­
tively charged solution. The resultant charge as well as the ratio of negative to 
positive ions, however, progicssively decreavSed as the concentration was in­
creased to 1% . A t a concentration of slightly more than 1% , the number of 
positive and negative ions in the air was equal When the couceiilratiou was 
still further increased, the number of positive ions became very slightly greater 
than the number of negative ions.
When a jet of dilute hydrochloric acid is broken into drops, the charge deve­
loped on the drops similarly ciianges from positive to negative at a certain concen­
tration. The figures obtained in one expeiiment arc given below;— __________
I )i hit ion, Cluivgi' ;c.vS.u.).
IICl o*rooi2
n-oo23 
o‘OCg^  
0-0.13 
0-0.46
gui./litiv -f o'iSj+ O’CHJ/, 
-'0-1^ 7 
-o-'J3y
-o-i\S4
“’0-254
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How does the reversal of the double layer take place when NaCl is added to 
distilled water ? Is this associated with a concentration of Na*^  and Cl” at the 
surface ? This point is discussed in g 12 el scq*
8. SOI^TD P AR T I C L B v S
The case of solids has received investigation in a large number of papers 
by Shaw^ ^^  on tribo-electricity. He shows that when two identical solids, 
wdicther of ebonite, or celluloid, or silk, are rubbed together, each becomes 
charged in a systematic way. The charges are attributed by him to diflerential 
strain on the surfaces, caused by the rubbing. l''xpcrimcnts made by him in 
vacuum give results similar to those in open air; he, therefore, concludes that the 
results are entirely due to changes on the solid surfaces; aud not, even in pari, to 
the action of films on solid surfaces.
An elTect which simulates strain; in as much as the tribo-elcctric state of a 
solid surface is changed by the inocess of nibbing it with a fabric, is shown by 
Shaw to be due to the deposition on the surface of organic films derived from the 
fabric. These recall the primary ”  films used by Sir Wm. Hardy in researches 
on boundary lubrication.
It has been known that dissimilar materials when struck together in normal 
imt)act develop oj)posite charges. But Shaw on trial found that identical 
bodies also charge one another. A  glancing blow, containing tangential as well 
as normal stresses, is best for the purpose. The result of a violent blow between 
identical specimens of insulating materials is to give a net negative charge almost 
itivarial3ly, whether the surfaces be standaid or strained. Prolonged blows in 
geneial increase the net negative charge.
The following results were obtained by the writer v\ itli solid particles (i) 
issuing as a jet through an orifice of 3 mm. and striking a receiver placed 12 cm. 
beU)W, and (2) in the form of two streams moving on plains inclined at about 
100'' and striking against each other in the air.
I'ABr.K V III
Substance
Aluminiuni (filings) 
Urass (filings)
Iron (filings)
Dust 
>Snlphur 
Chalk 
Boric acid 
Lead acetate
Weight in gin. 
per c c. of 
loose pcAvder
1-17
j
2‘yj
1-3
I'oO
o-,sS 
0 ‘ 4'2 
I *  4 8
Single jet 
cimrge/gm.
o-o3y
-0*034
-0-252
- '>•414
-  2-<>S8
O ICJO
Two vStreaiii.s striking 
charge/gin, 
e..s.u.
0-054
0*250 
3*200  
" 671c) 
9*i8o
1’42Q
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The results are in general agreement with Shaw’s observations. The impact 
in the air very greatly augments the charge obtained by merely making a jet strike 
a receiver.
These data may be compared with Rudge’s results (qualitative) as given in 
table IX.
T a k i .v. I X
IV Ia tc r ia l.
Silica
IMcrcurv snlpliide 
Red lead
I Precipitated sulphur 
Iron filings 
Chalk
Zinc dust 
Tluirpinc 
Cornflour
(nound crystaliscd sulphui
vSign of charge.
Suhslanrc allowed to 
rain and fall on a 
receiver.
Negative
J 1
Very slight negative ;
sometimes positive 
Negative but not strtnig 
Negative
Very slight positive but 
tending to become negative 
Negative
vSubstaiice being 
sprayed.
Positive
»)
Negative
positive
Negative
Positive
These observations show that when solid ftarticles strike against each othei 
the charge they acquire is often different in .sign from that acquired by them 
niainly by friction through air, namely, when lliey arc sprayed, except in the case 
of metals.
P A R T III— vS I! B S T A N C K S I N I T I A L L Y  
C II A R O H 1)
y. li) X P K R 1 M li N T A L DATA
In order to determine the precise constitution of the donble-layer, cxpermients 
were also carried out with substances which were given initially a charge. These 
show that during the process of breaking of drops, the initial chaige le r ' 
in the drops. Lach of the broken drops has a charge which is equal to its initial
charge p l v s  the charge which it would get as a result o f  breaking if it had no 
initial charge. Any exchange of electric charge that lakes place helueen 
substance and the medium is derived entirely from the double-layer, if sue i a
layer is supposed to exist. The initial chaigo, if any, remains in 1 if su s ance , 
it is not dislodged by the process of breaking.
The data for water are given in table X.
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It is clear from columns 2, 3 and 4 of the above table that if Q„ be the 
charge acquired by i c.c. of water, initially uncharged, when it is broken into drops 
by some mechanical process, then the same quantity of water when given an initial 
charge o f+ or -Q ^  units of electricity, and broken into drops in the same man­
ner, will acquire charge of Q„ + Q„ or Q» - U ,.,  according as the initial charge is 
+ Q„ or —Qii- This means that the initial charge of the liquid has no effect on the 
amount of electricity which is developed when it is broken into drops by any 
mechanical process. This is also confirmed by the amount of electricity in the 
air given in columns 5 to 10 of the above table, which remains very nearly 
the same whatever be the initial charge of the water.
Similar results are obtained with other liquids. Table XT gives the results 
obtained w'ith acetylene tetrachloride and bromofonn ;
T able X I
Charge pt-i c f of aoctYlciik tctraohloriclc. 
(c s 11.)
C'hargo per v c of hrouiofonn. 
(es.u.'
rolential ___ __ __ —  ____
t)f Kpraycr. 
Volts, Fc>r positive 
initial poten­
tial.
I'or iiegnlivc 
initial poton- 
I'ial.
Moan of
h'or positive 
initial po­
tential.
Cor negative 
initial po­
tential.
i\Iean of
5 ^ tT
I 2
1'
3 j
1
4 11
5 6 1 7
_________ '_____ I
1 — ---- — —
0 — II —
2 — o'126
I
- i j 87 ; -'■ u'66 — — —
A -f 0 -1-854
1 -o'6'i - 2’17
10 -t"2'So8 - 3 ' i68 1 —o'OS1
- —
20 + 4-4821
1
j - a 'y i ’ l i - 0 7 1 1 .0 6 - 8 7 1 - 2 ‘a7
30
1
i
j
i
1
.s-Ps
1
-JO '95 “ 2 05
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Charging by a gas jet, such as escat>ing steam or carbon dioxide, is fairly 
well-known. The point of very great interest, however, is that some gas will 
charge the nozzle through which it escapes or the plate on which it impinges 
positively, while others will charge it negatively. The charge developed when 
a ict of gas is made to impinge on a plate depends on the nature of the gas, its 
pressure, the diameter of the nozzle, and the distance of the plate from the 
nozzle. For instance, in one experiment, carbon dioxide, issuing rom a 
cylinder containing liquid carbon dioxide (at aliout 70 atmospheres) throug 1 a
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uozzle 2 min. in diainetei and striking a plate placed at a distance of 6 cm. from 
the nozzle, gave the following charge on the plate :—
In the isl second 
In 2 seconds
In 3 seconds
In 4 seconds
In 5 t,ecoiids
Charge fe.s ii ).
--o'36 
—o’72
-27t^
- 3 “6o
There was vigorous ionisation, and the usual leak of i per cent, per minute of 
the electrometer increased to about 4 per cent, per minute in the first few minutes. 
The magnitude of charge decreases very rapidly with decrease of pressure and a 
jet issuing under very low pressure (two or three atmospheresj gives very little 
charge.
x\cetylene, on the other hand, gave positive charge on the plate. This gas 
issuing under a pressure of about icS atmospheres through a nozzle, 1 mm. in 
diameter, and striking a plate placed at a distance of 4 cm. would charge the 
plate at a rale of o ’og e.s.u./second. In this case also there is vigorous ionisation 
and the usual leak of about i per cent, per minute of the electrometer was found 
to increase to about 8 per cent, per minute in the first few minutes.
Is the charging produced by an escaping gas due to the im])inging of solid 
particles ? In the case of escaping steam, we liavc the water drops impinging 
on the walls of the nozzle The C ().2 comes out from a cylinder of lic^uid carbon 
dioxide probably as solid particles. Acetylene gas is not usually compressed into 
cylinders but is dissolved in acetone, with which the porous mass inside the 
cylinder is impregnated, and, therefore, when it escapes, it probably carries 
with it a fine spray of the liquid. W e have, however, the following statement 
by C .T .R . Wilson^  ^ :— '"According to a large class of theories the air in contact 
with the ground acquires a positive charge, i.c,, l>y friction.*’ Are wc to 
assume that there is a doubledaycr between air and earth's surface, and that 
the movement of air causes a slip, there being no appreciable separation of charge 
unless the velocity is great ? •
If we assume that there is an electrical double-layer in operation, it cannot 
he that the outer charge of the normal double-layer between the plate and air is 
removed by the impinging gas, for in that case the plate would show charge of 
the same sign both in the case of carbon dioxide and acetylene. Caij the 
development be explained by the following two processes :—
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(1) A t the nozzle, there is a double-layer between tlic gas and the metal 
surface of the nozzle, and the frictional action on this double layer gives the 
issuing gas a charge.
(2) When this charged gas impinges on the plate a similar double-layer is 
instantly formed between the gas ami the plate, and friction accentuates the 
charge on the already charged gas.
II .  M R C H  A N I C A L . A C T I O N  I N  T  H  R .A T  M O S P II I<; R K
In the atmo.sphere we get numerous examples of generation of charge by 
mechanical action. Over the sea surface, the splashing of sea water makes the 
water negatively charged and this undoubtedly plays a very important role in the 
replenishment of the earth’s negative charge. In tliunderstorms, \ve have examples 
of water drops striking against each other or being broken in a vertical blast of 
air. There are also the ice particles striking against each other and getting 
negatively charged in the higher region of the clouds. The generation and distri­
bution of charge in thunderclouds are .subjects which have ret'eived elaborate 
investigation in recent years. In sandstorms and snowstorms (blizzards) we have 
other examples of generation of charge by mechanical action. Fog particles pro­
bably get charged by condensation on ions or charged nuclei or by a slip of 
the double-layer during movements through air.
It is essential to realise an important distinction between the processes in 
oi)cration in the atmosphere and those in the laboratory. In the laboratory we 
are unable to generate charge without making use of some sort of apparatus, and 
the xeaction lietweeu the apparatus and the liquid or solid particles 
always makes the drops or the solid particles leave the apparatus with 
an initial charge. Farthing the apparatus makes no difference; wdiile 
the charge in the apparatus escapes into the earth, the drops . or the solid 
particles leave it with an equal and opposite charge. In these experiments the 
total charge is shared between the apparatus, substance, and the medium. The 
initial charge profoundly affects the relationship between the charge in the 
substance and that in the air, and we sometimes find that they are of the same 
sign. For instance, when a solution of NaCl is broken by spraying or by 
making a jet strike a plate, the charges in the substance and the air are of the 
same sign for the range of concentration u'005% to 1% . When'drops are broken 
in a vertical blast of air, they come out of the tube with an initial charge, with 
the result that while the drops after being broken by the air current get a charge 
of + o ’o23 c. s. u./c.c.) the total charge in the air is le.ss than half this amount. 
In the atmosphere, there is no apparatus; the drops may form on ions or nuclei, 
and nifty have an initial positive or negative charge, bvit if they arc broken in 
ft current of air, the total charge in the air which will be derived from i c.c.
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will be roughly “ *o'oog2 c,s.u. and the charge acquired by the drops by this opera­
tion will also be equal to this amount but positive in sign. This plus the 
initial charge will determine the total charge of the drops. If the drops 
break by striking against each other, the charge in the air will be roughly—o’o6o 
c. s. u./c.c. and in the drops the initial charge + o ’o6o e. s. u, per c.c.
W e may give here one example showing how the calculation of charge in 
atmospheric processes is modified when we take these aspects into consideration. 
As explained in a previous paragraph, with, increasing amounts of dissolved salts 
('NaCl) or acids (HCl) in distilled water, the charge developed on drops changes 
very sharply from positive to negative. It also appears from these experiments 
that when drops are broken by a comparatively mild process, such as, by making 
one jet strike against another or in a vertical blast of air, the transition from 
positive to negative takes place at a very low concentration, roughly of the 
order of 5 x 10” per cent.
Now, it is known that when evaporated to dryness, ioo,c»oo parts by weight 
of rain water will give about o ’3.:| part of solid matter and that most of this 
consists of sodium chloride and organic matter. This is equivalent to a con- 
cetitration of 3*4 x 10"'  ^ per cent. Near sea coast and towns the impurities are 
Uvsually more than this amount. As the impurities are collected during the 
journey Ihx'ough air, the containinatioii may be regarded to be slightly less than 
this amount in the region where drops arc first formed ; also the rain \vhicli 
falls at the end of a shower is le s^ contaminated than that wJiicli falls at Ihe 
beginning. W e shall, therefore, not be far out if we assume tliat the concentra­
tion of chlorides in rain drops is always greater than 10^ ** per cent, except towards 
the end of a shower. If, therefore, charge is developed in a thundercloud by 
breaking of drops or by drops striking against each other, and if the salt con­
tent of rain drops be as much as the average value (V/oo34%) or more, the charge 
developed is either very small positive or negative. We are so near the transi­
tion point that we can develop very little charge by breaking of drops. It is 
only when the drops have very little contamination that wc can develop a large 
quantity of positive charge by breaking them. Simpson's calculation of sparking 
potential in clouds produced by the breaking process would, therefore, seem to 
need a revision. It is also probably due to this reason that the breaking pro­
cess is no longer found to play the same important part in the generation of 
charge in thunderclouds as it was once supposed to do.
12. n o w  I S  C J I A R G K  D K V K L O r K r / ?
Wc now proceed to consider the different factors which may contribute, to the 
generation of charge in the various processes employed.
We know that when crystals are split, charges'** are found, for instance in 
calcite, selenite, mica, fluorspar, gypsum, etc. Is the charge developed by
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strain, disruption, cleavage, deformation, etc., a pure consequence of removal of 
electrons from or addition of electrons to the two surfaces by the forces in 
operation ? As has been already pointed out by Shaw, the following factors come 
into consideration in this connection :—
(1) The contact effects'^ somewhat akin to the Peltier P.D, between metals.
(2) The r6le of absorbed films. ’ ■'* According to Nernst's theory the metals 
go into solution when brought into contact with liquid films, each metal having 
its own solution pressure and receiving a corresponding greater or less 
negative charge. Coehn supposes that even insulators like glass are merely 
bad electrolytes, so that even for these solid contacts the Nernst piinciple 
holds good. When a liquid rubs a solid we should have the elcctrokiiietic 
phenomenon of stream potential," the converse of electro-osmose, whereby the 
solid would be charged according to Helmholtz’s formula. It has been shown 
by various writers, notably Knoblauch, that an acid surface has itself a negative, 
and an alkaline one a i^ositive tendency. In the first case the surface loses + (H) 
ions in the latter -  (OH) ions. As surfaces are commonly acidic or alkaline, 
this must be an important factor in the generation of charge.
(3) According to the electron theory of matter the interface P.D. varies as the 
absolute temperature, and, consequently, the temperature changes caused by friction, 
disruption, fusion, evaporation, etc-, must contribute to the production of charge.
(^ 1) The ])hysical changes in the surfaces as a result of rubbing, etc , and their 
rclationship to the tribo-electric properties constitute another very important
factor according to vShaw.
Therefore, the net potential V  can be expressed as
V  = E - - P ± S - M ± A - T ,
^vhere K^electron surrender causing a P.D. akin to the Peltier P.D.,
P = .solution pressures (Nernst),
S = strain effect (Shaw),
M -m oisture effect (French, Vieweg),
A  =  acid ctrect (positive) )
alkaline effect (negative) )
T  = efl'cct due to temperature changes at the interface.
In any specific case, one or the other factor may be absent, and some factors
may become more important than the others. n o  •
Coming to the question of electrical double-layei, Ficnke 
interesting paper on the surface electrical doubledayev of solid and iquic :>o( les 
showed mathematically that if the atoms be assumed to consist of l s p - If 
with electrons rotating about them, these electrons constitute ovei ‘ 
the metals a layer of negative electrification with a correspmit inS dyer o 
electrification ou the inner side of the surface, the electric dcuble-layet of , 
thickness thus formed, preventing the free elections ft ora escaping.
m S, K. ^tindrji
sam e w a y , a d o u b le -la y e r  is su p p o sed  to be fo rm e d  on th e  su rfa ce  o f a n y  so lid ,  
liq u id  or g a s , th e n  a t an in te r-fa ce  b e tw e e n  tw o  d issim ilar su b sta n ce s, th e  c h a rg e  
on  e ith e r  fa c e  w ill be th e  n e t re su lt o f th e  p o sitiv e  c h a r g e  on its  in ner sid e plus 
th e  n e g a tiv e  c h a r g e  on th e  u p p er sid e o f th e  o th er fa ce . I f ,  in  a n y  case^ th e  n e t  
effect o f th e  co m b in a tio n  on  ea ch  o f th e  tw o  fa c e s  in  c o n ta c t h a p p en s to  be a 
zero c h a r g e  th e n  c le a r ly  th ere is n o  d o u b le -la y e r  fo rm a tio n . T h is  w ill  be th e case  
a t th e  in terface  b e tw e e n  tw o  su b sta n ce s of th e  sam e m a t e r ia l  T h i s  m a y  e x p la in  
w h y  b y  b r e a k in g  a liq u id  in its  o w n  v a p o u r  w e can  d e v e lo p  v e r y  little  ch arg e .
T h e r e  is th u s  e v id e n ce  r e g a r d in g  th e  fo rm atio n  o f a d o u b le -la y e r  on th e  
su rfa c e  o f a ll u n c h a rg e d  su b sta n ce s. A s  re g a rd s ch a r g e d  su b sta n ce s, w e h a v e  
seen  th a t, in  th e  e x c h a n g e  o f e le c tr ic ity  b e tw e e n  a liq u id  a n d  th e  su rro u n d in g  
m e d iu m , w h e n  th e  fo rm er is b ro k en  in to  d ro p s, th e  in itia l c h a r g e  of th e  liq u id  
d o es n o t co m e in to  p la y . T h e  in itia l c h a r g e  o f th e  su b sta n ce  m u st, th e refo re, 
be co n sid ered  to  b e  a d h e r in g  to  it d u r in g  th e  p ro cess o f d iv is io n . T h e  d o u b le ­
la y e r , th e refo re, m u st be co n sid e red  to  be a n a tu ra l fo rm a tio n  a t th e  b o u n d ary  
b e tw e e n  tw o  su rfa ces in c o n ta c t, b e tw e e n  so lid  and  so lid , solid an d  liq u id ,  
so lid  and g a s , liq u id  a n d  g a s , e tc ., w h ich  rem a in s in a c tiv e  u n til th ere is a 
s lip p in g  or d isru p tio n  ; it  is fo rm e d  w h e th e r  th e su b sta n ce s arc in itia lly  ch arg e d  
o r u n c h a r g e d . I t  is p u r e ly  a b o u n d a r y  p h e n o m en o n  and all e x c h a n g e s  of  
e le c tr ic ity  d u r in g  th e  p rocesses d e scrib e d , ta k e s  p la c e  from  th is  b o u n d a r y  p jien o-  
m en o n . I n  a n y  case , th e  a ssu m p tio n  o f tlic  e x is te n c e  o f an e le ctrica l d ou ble- 
la y e r  e n a b le s  u s to  e x p la in  th e o b se rv e d  effects  m ore e a s ily  th a n  on a n y  
o th e r a ssu m p tio n .
W h ile  w e  c a n n o t sa y  w e u n d e rstan d  y e t  fu l ly  h o w  th e  c h a r g e s  are d e v e ­
lo p ed  w e m u st sa y  th a t w e h a v e  g a in e d  in recen t ye a rs  a g o o d  d eal o f in s ig h t in to  
th e  p ro cesses in o p e ratio n .
R K F n R K N C B vS
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